
LEXI™ Lockdown

LEXI™ Electric Lockdown | Multi-Door Classroom/Intruder Locks

What is the LEXI™ Lockdown?
Similar to the innovative QID™, the LEXI™ Lockdown offers enhanced 
safety and security in larger multi-door spaces. While these locks function 
as everyday passage locks in the day, the exit devices can be secured in 
case of an emergency.

Keyless Instant Lockdown

• No scrambling to find the key, and lock multiple doors, simply press the 
red button above the exit device, pressing the pendant, or by pressing the 
emergency lockdown button in case of an emergency

Superior Intruder Protection Available
• Full 1 inch throw stainless steel deadbolt and latch 
• Deadbolt locking instead of latch

Visual Indicator
• The LED light notifies occupants that the door is secured and

the outside lever is locked

Free Egress 
• As required by code, single motion retracts the deadbolt and latch from the 

inside at all times

Keyed Entry
• Staff and first responders can always enter by key
• No one is ever locked or barricaded in

Additional Features & Options
• From locking styles, touchbars, to retrofit and new construction,

LEXI™ Lockdown series is completely customizable

Consistency 
• Sleek and consistent aesthetic exterior lever

LEXI™ Electric Lockdown | Applications

Lecture Halls
Cafeterias

Auditoriums

How It Works: 
Pressing the LOCKDOWN button from any station or turning the red 
turnpiece on the exit device locks all of the doors and turns the LED red.

Pressing the LOCKDOWN button again from any station resets the system 
to the state it was prior to the LOCKDOWN (locked or unlocked lever).

If the red turnpiece was used to generate the LOCKDOWN signal, it must be 
reset at the door by moving the turnpiece back to the unlocked position. 
This will also reset the entire LOCKDOWN system.

LEXI™ Lockdown With Deadbolt & Latch
Lexi™ trim paired with Securitech’s exit device and turnpiece

LOCKDOWN PushbuttonLOCKDOWN Turnpiece

LEXI™ Trim for Exit Devices

LOCKDOWN Desk ConsoleLOCKDOWN Pendant

Lecture hall with LEXI™ Lockdown stations throughout. Blue arrows indicicate locations for lockdown stations, red arrows indicating the 
several exits in hall


